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Due to the nature of modern mineral deposits, the science 
of ventilation is rapidly becoming one of the more important 
branches of mining. It is the most important operation 
auxiliary to the actual mining of the ore, both from a safety 
standpoint and an economic standpoint.
The purpose of this paper was to evaluate various changes 
in ventilation networks as to their effect on the quantity 
and quality of airflow and the associated economics of pro­
ducing that airflow.
To do this, our results from a Nomvember, 1974 survey of 
the Henderson Mine were used in the final debugging and testing 
of the new thermodynamic mine ventilation program. The 
Henderson survey was conducted primarily to have reliable 
information for testing and debugging.
The testing of the program involved many computer runs, 
with the results of some being used as a basis for this paper.
From the multitude of runs made, it became apparent 
that in most cases the reduction of shock losses was the most 
economical way to improve airflow. This confirms the fact 
that the use of regulators is costly, in that while desired 
airflows can be obtained, the overall resistance of the mine 
is increased. This increase results in higher costs per cfm 
of airflow. In some cases, an auxiliary fan can be used in­
stead of a regulator, with a slight increase in total flow 
and depending on the size of the fan, a decrease in the cost 
per cfm of intake air.
iii
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The Henderson Mine is utilizing natural ventilation as 
well as can be expected of any mine. The fans maintain the 
direction of airflow with natural ventilation responsible for 
the majority of the airflow. This high utilizaiton of natural 
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The work reported in this paper was carried out in 
conjunction with the work done on contract SO231095 for the 
Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA).
The major purpose of the contract was to develop a 
ventilation program suitable for the simulation of deep 
metal and non-metal mines.
The work done for this paper was a test of the program 
for purposes of evaluating ventilation networks.
The cooperation of Messrs. Jim Crosby and Bob Wishart, 
of the Henderson Mine of AMAX, during the field surveys is 
appreciated.
The assistance and cooperation of Dr. C. J. Hall, Mining 
Professor, University of Idaho, was of great benefit in the 
final debugging and understanding of the program.
Dr. F.D. Wang's encouragement and assistance throughout 
the debugging of the program and the simulation of the 
Henderson Mine was of immense importance.
Professors MacDonnell and Petrick have shown great 
patience and understanding, when progress didn't seem to 




The work on the thermodynamic mine ventilation program 
began in 1973. The program was not completely assembled until 
the fall of 19 75, at which time all the subprograms and 
functions were combined with the main program, and the final 
debugging started. There were many problems and the work 
progressed rather slowly. The subprograms and functions were 
fully corrected in early January, 1976. The program would 
still not close on a solution and this final phase of debugging 
was left primarily up to me.
After several attempts at changing the correction factor 
for the mass rate of flow, a solution was found which allowed 
the program to converge. This solution proved to be only 
somewhat effective in that the program would not close on a 
final answer but converge and then oscillate about what 
appeared to be a good solution. Careful rereading of the 
South African paper and study of the program brought to light 
an additional factor which would, if included in the program, 
help the computer produce a satisfactory solution.
In mid-February, with the inclusion of the new parameter, 
the program closed on a solution to the Henderson Mine data. 
This was a significant step forward as not only was the 
program working, but we had the first computer simulation of 
Henderson based on our November, 1974 survey.
With the program working, further evaluation of both 
the program ̂ and the survey was possible and needed. The 
additional computer runs involved changing the input data
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and observing the program output to determine how sensitive 
the program is to various types of data changes.
The results from some of the program evaluation runs 
were used to make an economic evaluation of the various 
methods of changing airflow. The cost of ventilation was 
based on the capital cost of fans, water sprays, heating plants, 
and cooling plants and their associated operating costs. The 
operating costs were discounted at 12, 15, and 20% over a 20 
year operating period. A total discounted operating cost was 
then determined and divided by the amount (cubic feet per 
minute) of intake air to reach a basis for comparison of 
ventilation costs. The tables directly show the change in 
cost per cfm for given changes in the network parameters.
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MINE VENTILATION
Mine ventilation is the control of a mine's atmospheric 
conditions. This control of atmospheric conditions is be-
t
coming more complex and expensive as Federal regulations 
become stricter. These stricter regulations are intended 
to improve the health and safety conditions for the mine 
worker. The control of atmospheric conditions can be broken 
into three major areas of consideration: quality control,
quantity control, and temperature-humidity control.
Quality control is the aspect dealing with the dilu­
tion and removal of contaminants (gas and dust control).
MESA and State regulations specify maximum concentration 
levels based on current threshold limit values (TLV) as 
specified and applied by the American Conference of Govern­
mental Industrial Hygienists. In addition to the maximum 
levels specified for contaminants, there is a minimum con­
centration of oxygen (20 percent) which is allowed in work 
and travel ways. (1/6)
Quantity control deals with the direction and magni­
tude of air flow. Colorado mining law specifies that at
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least 100 cubic feet per minute of free air shall be pro­
vided for each employee underground (1). Also it is stated that 
an air velocity of 30 linear feet per minute shall be main­
tained in working places, after blasting. These require­
ments are minimums, provided that quality control can be 
maintained.
Temperature-humidity control pertains to the physical 
quality of the air while quality control, as such, pertains 
to the chemical quality of the air. While the physical 
quality of the air can have an effect on the stability of 
the mine openings, temperature-humidity control is primarily 
done for the comfort and physiological well-being of the 
mine workers. More and more mines are reaching greater 
depths. One of the more serious problems attendant with 
depth is heat. Also many of the deep metal mines are using 
more and larger diesel powered equipment which is a major 
source of heat. There are undesirable effects associated 
with excessively high temperature-humidity environments.
A workman cannot produce at his normal rate and the effi­
ciency of his work decreases. This is accompanied by an 
increase in carelessness and accidents due to the workers 
being less alert. These undesirable effects are costly to 
the mine operator in terms of production, profit, safety 
(from both the individuals viewpoint and the mine as a whole), 
and worker morale (4).
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There are several basic controlling- parameters in mine 
ventilation. They can be broken into two main categories: 
the resistance to airflow and the head, or pressure dif­
ference, which is necessary to overcome the resistance to 
flow.
The resistance to flow comes about from the combina­
tion of resistance to flow in airways due to friction, shock 
losses, and in some cases when natural ventilation opposes 
the mechanical ventilation.
The head necessary to produce the flow of air arises 
from the combination of mechanical head (produced by fans) 
and natural head which arises from changes in the thermal 
energy of the airflow. The natural head is influenced by 
many factors including surface atmospheric conditions at 
the intake and exhaust shafts, the elevations of the collars 
of the shafts, the temperature of the mine relative to the 
intake air temperature, and total heat addition to the air 
as it travels through the mine. Natural head fluctuates 
and should be evaluated under different atmospheric condi­
tions so as to achieve its maximum benefit to the overall 
year round operation of the ventilation system(2).
To achieve maximum benefit from natural ventilation, it 
should aid the fans the majority of the time while opposing 
the fans for as short a time as possible.
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The amount of flow due to natural ventilation depends 
on the resistance of the mine and the amount of energy 
added to the air as it travels through the mine. The head, 
due to natural ventilation, rarely exceeds 3.0 in. water 
gage and quite often is less than 0.5 in. water gage (4).
In older mines having small airways with high resistan­
ces, the airflow due to natural head is on the order of tens 
of thousands of cfm and rarely greater than a hundred 
thousand cfm. In more modern mines, having larger airways, 
the airflow due to natural head can be two hundred thousand 
cfm, or more.
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BASIC APPROACHES TO CHANGING AIRFLOWS
There are many ways to change the airflow in a mine, 
with four rather basic approaches. The basic modifications 
are: 1) changing the resistance of airways, 2) changing
the operating characteristics of the fans (by changing the 
blade settings), 3) the addition to or removal of heat from 
the air, and 4) increasing or decreasing the evaporation of 
water.
In this investigation all four methods will be evalu­
ated individually and in \arious combinations. They will 
be evaluated on the basis of the cost to change the quan­
tity of airflow while maintaining airflow quality and tem­
perature-humidity at acceptable levels. Both the changes 
in individual airways and the overall mine will be evaluated. 
It must be remembered that the actions taken to change the 
airflow in, one airway will change the airflow in the other 
airways. The resultant effect on other airways may range 
from insignificant changes in flow quantity to changes which 
are totally unacceptable.
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To change airflow in an airway the resistance of that 
airway or a parallel airway(s) may be altered. There are 
two basic airway resistances, one due to friction and one due 
to shock. To change the frictional resistance of an airway 
is very costly and is economically justifiable only when 
the head loss due to friction is very high. To reduce the 
head losses due to shock resistance is much more feasible 
from both an economic and mining standpoint. Shock losses 
usually occur at junctions of airways, shaft stations, and 
any time an airway undergoes a rapid change in size or direc­
tion. Quite often a shock loss can be greatly reduced with 
only a minor change in airway configuration.
Thus the changes to reduce airway resistances can range 
from enlarging an airway over its entire length to reduce 
shock head loss.
Axial-flow fans can have their operating characteristics 
changed by changing the pitch of the blades. The change 
in blade setting results in new head-quantity and horsepower- 
quantity curves. Thus by changing the blade setting the 
quantity of air handled by the fan can be changed accordingly. 
For the purpose of this investigation it is assumed that 
the changes made in blade setting will not require a dif­
ferent motor.
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The other approach to changing the quantity of air­
flow involves changing the natural ventilation. This is 
done by changing the amount of heat added to the air and/or 
the amount of evaporation. If heat is added or removed it 
can not only change the natural ventilation head but, also 
due to changes in specific volume, it can change the effi­
ciency of fans.
In this investigation the effects of heating or cooling 
of the air in various branches will be evaluated. Also 
changes in the amount of evaporation will be evaluated with 




The thermodynamic ventilation program was developed 
because up untill this time most network programs were de­
veloped based on incompressibility of mine air and constant 
air temperature. However, for deep metal.and non-metal 
mines such as 5,000 ft or 6,000 ft in depth, the density 
variation of air is significant, temperature at depth may 
be as high as 120°F or more, and refrigeration may be needed 
in some mines.
The thermodynamic program is a complete and complex 
package of ventilation network analysis and includes (1) air 
density variation, (2) humidity changes, (3) internal and 
external fans, (4) heat transfer from rock to mine air, (5) 
refrigeration or heating plants, both surface and under­
ground, (6) natural ventilation, and (7) heat generated by 
underground equipment.
The thermodynamic program can be divided into four 
sections, covering airflow through a branch, mixing at a 
junction, the control equations, and the closure equation.
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A branch is an airway connecting junctions. Fig. 1 
is a schematic of a branch. The state of the air entering 
a branch is assumed to be the state of air at the entrance 
junction which is the result of the mixing of air from 
branches exiting at the junction. The state of air leaving 
a branch is determined from the state of the air entering 
the branch and the branch characteristics. For each branch 
there are six local processes, the path process, and six 
local processes in reversed order.
Processes 1 and 3 represent shock losses, 2 is a fan,
4 is airflow leakage, and 5 and 6 are heat and water vapor 
from machinery and other sources. The path process handles 
changes in potential energy, heat exchange and evaporation 
from roadway walls, and friction losses.
The junction process handles the mixing of airflows 
entering a junction. The mixing is subject to some assump­
tions. It is assumed that: (1) the mixing is complete so
that all the air leaving a junction is at the same state,
(2) The process is adiabatic and constant pressure, (3) the 
mass rate of flow of dry air entering a junction is equal 
to that leaving, and (4) the mass rate of flow of water 
stuff entering a junction is equal to that leaving. (3)
There are two controlling equations. The first is that 
the rate of flow of dry air at a junction is zero. That is,
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the flow into the junction is equal to the flow out of the 
junction. The second is that the total of the pressure 
changes in branches around a mesh is zero.
The closure equation determines the change in mass 
rate of flow to be used in adjusting a mesh, such that the 
pressure drop in any of the meshes approaches the maximum 
imbalance specified by the user. This is part of the itera­
tive process which results in a balanced final network.
Briefly, to utilize the program, atmospheric conditions 
are defined at the top of the upcast and downcast shafts.
Data for each branch is given, including shock and friction 
resistances, fans, leakage, and heat exchange and evaporation. 
The elevation of junctions is given, and branches in each 
mesh are specified. The computer then calculates the state 
of the air at the end of each branch (entering a junction) 
and the state of the air entering a branch, assuming per­
fect mixing at a junction. Thus, the state of the air en­
tering a branch is changed in accordance with the states of 
the air leaving the upstream branches. Atmospheric condi­
tions are not changed, so that the computer will accept a 
constant state of air entering the downcast shafts and close 
on a constant pressure at the top of the upcast shafts.
Branch data must be specified for forward and reversed flow, 
although zero values may be specified for reversed flow if
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it is known that the computer will never reverse the flow 
in a branch.
There are two types of branch, and different data is 
specified for each. In the first type, it is assumed that 
there is no condensation, and there may or may not be evapor­
ation. In the second type, it is assumed that there is no 
evaporation, and there may or may not be condensation. The 
computer selects the appropriate sub-routine according to 
the data specified, and consequently only one set of data 
should be specified for a particular branch. It is, however, 
quite acceptable to have a branch with no condensation speci­
fied in one direction and no evaporation specified in the 
opposite direction.
For a more detailed explanation of the thermodynamic 
program see Appendix A.
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HENDERSON VENTILATION SURVEY 
November, 19 74
Introduction
The survey was conducted by a joint CSM-MESA-Henderson 
ventilation team for the primary purpose of obtaining 
current field measurements suitable for testing and veri­
fying the CSM Mine Ventilation Program.
A simplified network was selected, such that the field 
measurements could be done quickly. The branches selected 
also include all of the factors the computer program is 
being written to handle. The network approaches the ideal 
test case consisting of a downcast shaft, one or two drifts 
and an upcast shaft. When this data is used as computer 
input, along with typical winter conditions, the computer 
will give airflows close to those measured if the field 
measurements were accurately taken. Future ventilation 
plans at Henderson call for changes the effects of which 
can be determined by surveying the one or two new branches 
and inputing this data along with all original data into 
the computer. The effectiveness of the program can be 
checked by measuring the quantities of air flowing in one 
or two key airways and comparing these values with those 
predicted by the computer.
Field Measurements
For quick reference, a simplified mine map (Figure 2)
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and a schematic of the ventilation network as surveyed 
(Figure 3) are included. Figure 4 shows the quantities used 
for the resistance calculations.. On the summarized data 
sheets, the entrance to a branch is "A" while the exit is 
"B". The directions of flow are indicated on the schematic. 
For each branch, the necessary information was: inlet
pressure, exit pressure, inlet elevation, exit elevation, 
inlet and exit temperatures (wet and dry bulb), quantity of 
airflow, inlet rock temperature, exit rock temperature, 
shock losses, fan H.P., H.P. estimate (diesel and electric) 
and the fan's operating head. Thus, two instrument 
stations are set up, one at each end of the branch, to 
take simultaneous measurements of pressure and wet and dry 
bulb temperatures. Air quantities were measured close to 
one of the instrument stations. Rock temperatures were 
estimated.
For pressure measurement, Wallace and Tiernan alti­
meters with 7,000 foot range (+4,000 to +11,000) were used. 
The instruments can be read to the nearest foot and these 
readings can be converted to psia using the tables in the 
W & T instrument manual. Multiple closely synchronized 
measurements allowed excellent results to be obtained of 
the difference in pressure between the beginning and end of 
a roadway.
Multiple temperature readings were taken with Bendix
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electric psychrometers which can be read to 0.1° F. and are 
accurate to ±0.3° F.
Quantity measurements were made by using the velocity 
of air and the size of the drift. The velocity was deter­
mined by timing anemometer traverses. The anemometers used 
are accurate to ±1% when corrected using a calibration chart. 
Areas were assessed by measuring horizontal and vertical 
tape and offset distances, plotting and calculating the 
results.
The fan head and shock losses were measured in inches 
of water using Dwyer magnehelic gages, accurate to ±2% of 
full scale (i.e., ±0.10 inch for a 0 to 5 inch gage).
Measurements were taken in the following order (see 
Figure 2):
November 18:
Branches 8, 9, 10, leakage 10B, leakage 8B,
12A and fan 12A W.G.
November 19:
Branches 7, 5, 6, 6.5 (shock), 11, 12, shock loss 
at 8B and shock loss at 11B.
November 20:
Branches 1, 2, 4, 3 and shock loss at 1A.




All branch calculations are done thermodynamically.
An HP9810 program has been written to calculate the resis-
3tance of each branch at standard air density (0.075 lbm/ft )
the mass rate of flow of dry air, the heat exchange per
pound of dry air and the evaporation per pound of dry air.
The tables used are included at the end of the report.
The relative humidity figures given were obtained from
tables and should be considered as approximate values as
they are not corrected for elevation or pressure.
The first calculations, done by hand, convert altitude
2to barometric pressure, in lbf/in absolute. An inlet 
pressure (at A) was selected and an outlet pressure obtained 
by applying the pressure differences between the stations 
to the inlet pressure. These figures along with wet and 
dry bulb temperatures and vapor pressure values from Table 1
and enthalpy values from Table 2 are put into the computer.
The measured value of the quantity at A or B is also inputed
but in those cases where the value could not be measured,
it had to be calculated by hand before inputing. The com­
puter calculates and prints the partial pressure of the air 
and water vapor, the friction work, the resistance at 
standard air density, the heat exchange and the humidities. 
Discussion
Quantities - The mass rates of airflow are shown in
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Figure 3. The airflow for branch 1 was calculated as the 
sum of the airflow of branches 1, 5 and 7 so that none of 
the flows were measured while the pressure temperature 
readings were being taken. The branch 2 airflow was calcu­
lated from airflow measurements taken at 4A while the branch 
2 pressure temperature readings were being taken, corrected 
for density at 2B and the density at 4A taken during the 
branch 4 survey, which immediately followed the branch 2 
survey.
For branches 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, quantity 
measurements were taken concurrently with the pressure tem­
perature readings at 3B, 4A, 5B, 6A, 7B, 8B, 9B, 10A and 
11A. For branch 12, the sum of 10A and 8B was used. Values 
of mass rate flow show good agreement between branches.
Branches 1 and 2 No. 2 (downcast) Shaft - There is a 
negative heat exchange in branch 1 (-0.28 BTU/lbm dry air) 
followed by a positive value (3.24) in branch 2. Evapora­
tion in branch 1 is 0.0056 lbm/lbm dry air compared with 
0.0030 in branch 2. Branch 1 is 2,350 feet long compared 
with 590 feet for branch 2. It was difficult to measure 
the air temperature and humidity at 1A due to the heating 
plant and eddy currents. There is a possibility that 
either the air temperatures were measured incorrectly or 
that there was leakage of cold air into the shaft below the 
measuring station to account for the negative heat exchange.
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Branch 8 - The measured pressure loss was 0.02 ft of 
air. Using the same K factor as branch 6, the resistance 
has been calculated as 0.15 x 10
Branch 12 - Further calculations are necessary to use 
branches 8, 10, 6 and 11 to modify the branch 12 heat 
addition and evaporation. The high resistance will be 
checked before inputing the computer.
K Values - The K values for the three shaft segments 
are of relatively good agreement. They are unexpectedly 
high.
Shaft House Pressure Losses - Shock losses at 1A and 
11B were checked and found to fluctuate but be generally 
negligible.
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HENDERSON VENTILATION NETWORK 
CSM - MESA: SURVEY
November, 1974
Branch Endpoints
Quantity & Direction of 
Air Flow
#2 Shaft
3 7 7 0 0 0  cfm 
21823 Ibm
#1 Shaft
4 2 9 0 0 0  cfm  
224 6 9  Ibm
2X Drift 1790C 0 cfm  9 3 0 7  Ibm
1 7 9 0 0 0  cfm  
9290  Ibm
11957 Ibm
3 4 0 0 0  cf m
217700 cfm ' 
12197 Ibm 1778 Ibm
191000
100752A Drift
168000  cfm 
8 9 9 6  Ibm
172000 cfm 
V  9210 ibm
168 4 7  Ibm
61300 cfm  
3217 Ibm
Development Work
on 8100 & 8035 424
levels treated
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INITIAL RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATION
The results from running the program with the surveyed 
data were reasonably close to what we measured in the field. 
In the following paragraphs each mine airway is evaluated 
according to quantity (1000 cfm), quality, and temperature 
(°F)-humidity(% R.H.) conditions.
In branch 3 (downcast shaft) the quantity (369) is 
more than adequate as it is the total mine requirement.
The quality is good and depends on atmospheric conditions 
as does temperature and humidity. The temperature is rather 
low (entrance 20°F, exit 48°F) but considering the time of 
year (November) it is acceptable. The humidity is accep­
table (40%). Overall branch 3 conditions are acceptable 
although it is on the cold side.
In branch 4 (downcast shaft from 8100' level to 7500' 
level) the quantity (152) is okay, as is the quality. The 
temperature (entrance 48°F, exit 52°F) is showing signs of 
improvement. The humidity (74%) is increasing but still 
acceptable for intake air where men seldom work.
Branch 5 includes all the working places on the 7500' 
level. The temperature ranges from 52°F and 74% R.H. for
1^1845 29
those working near the downcast shaft to 80°F and 25% R.H. 
for the miners working in the service area near the upcast 
raise. The quantity (169) is sufficient to generate enough 
velocity to keep contaminants down and maintain quality.
Branch 6 is a ventilation raise where no one works.
Since the conditions of airflow are controlled by require­
ments of the 7500' level, no attempt will be made to evalu­
ate the airflow in branch 6.
In branch 7 the quantity (11) is adequate as there 
is very little activity in this area. The quality is good 
as the air comes straight from the intake shaft. The en­
trance temperature (48°F) and the exit temperature (52°F) 
are high enough for the men that come into the area to be 
comfortable.
Branch 8 is primarily an exhaust airway used for some 
timber storage. Air control is not important and in fact 
the higher humidity (72%) helps preserve the timber. For 
the purposes of this paper air conditions in branch 8 will 
not be constrained.
Branch 9 is the main inlet airway for the workings on 
the 8100' level. As few people work in branch 9 the air 
conditions of interest are those at the exit. The quantity 
(208) is a function of the quantity required in the develop­
ment workings. The quality depends on the vehicular activity
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in the airway and is generally good as the roadway is kept 
well watered. The temperature (52°F) is good but due to 
the quantity of airflow (high velocity) the drift seems 
cooler than it really is. The humidity (65%) is good for 
inlet to the development workings.
Branch 10 is the development workings lumped together 
as one branch. Thus if exit air conditions are maintained 
the working conditions in the development workings should be 
satisfactory. The quantity (193) is sufficient to maintain 
air quality. The temperature (72°F) is acceptable and the 
humidity (76%) is beginning to reach the point where it could 
become a problem.
Branch 11 is track haulage and the return air from the
development workings. There are no people working in this
area full time. The quantity (197) is sufficient to main­
tain the quality at an acceptable level. The temperature 
(72°F) and humidity (76%) are acceptable in light of the 
low usage of this area. In making modifications to the ven­
tilation system this branch will be loosely controlled; 
however, it will not be allowed to reach conditions where 
the men on .the tram would find it uncomfortable to pass 
through the area.
Branch 12 is the ramp from the 8100' level (shop area)
to the upcast shaft. There is little traffic in this area
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and therefore the primary concern is sufficient cfhantity 
to maintain quality control. The quantity (30) is suffi­
cient to control quality but only by a slight margin. The 
temperature (82°F) and humidity (73%) are acceptable for^^the 
short times that people are in this area.
Branch 13 is used to simulate the fan and the leakage 
around the fan. The conditions of interest are those at 
the exit which is the bottom of the upcast shaft. The quan­
tity (229) is sufficient to maintain the air quality. The 
temperature (81°F) and humidity (95%) are approaching the 
point where it is uncomfortable to work.
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ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF NOVEMBER 1974 NETWORK
The economics of the present ventilation network will 
be based on the purchase price of the presently installed 
fans, their maintenance costs, and their operating costs.
Since all the airways are multi-purpose, none of the exca­
vation costs are included as ventilation costs.
For the purpose of this report the annual maintenance 
cost is estimated as 5 percent of the fans purchase price.
The installation costs are estimations based on the type of 
installation, location, and size of fan. The operating costs 
will be based on the power drawn by the fan for conditions 
it is operating under. The power costs will come from Table 5.
An economic summary of present operating costs are pre­
sented in Table 6. Fan 2 is actually the three fans installed 
in parallel on top of the 92 vent raise. The operating costs 
were calculated using the quantity flowing through the fan 
to determine the horsepower being used by the fan. This 
horsepower per minute figure was then converted into Kilowatt- 
hours per month.
The discounted ventilation costs based on 12, 15, and 
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TABLE 7
Discounted November 1974 Ventilation Costs
Rate of Return 
NPV 12% 15% 20%
Fixed 94,860 94,860 94,860
Operating 650,774 545,347 424,323
Total . 745,634 640,207 519,183
Total/ctm 2.021 1.735 1.407
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MODIFICATION OF THE HENDERSON NETWORK
The flow will be altered in various branches by several 
of the means discussed earlier in the paper. Then the cost 
to achieve the change in flow will be calculated, and by 
comparing costs of the different methods, the best method of 
changing flow in a given branch will be determined. Due to 
the difficulty in getting the different methods to produce 
the exact same change in flow the effective cost of the 
change will be on a dollar per pound mass of change in the 
rate of flow. Every attempt will be made to keep the changes 
in rate of flow close enough together so that this simplifi­
cation will not result in erroneous results.
The airways in the Henderson mine are large enough that 
attempting to further lower the resistance due to friction 
is not practical. There are some shock losses which can 
be changed to produce change in flow. The changing of these 
shock losses seems feasible. The fans are operating at 
blade settings such that they can be changed to provide more 
head for a given quantity. The fan curves used in the pro­
gram are given in Appendix B.
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The changes affecting natural ventilation (heat, cooling 
increasing evaporation, and decreasing evaporation) are at­
tempted only to the extent that the temperature and humidity 
of the air do not become unreasonable.
The results of the various changes are presented in 
table form. The various methods for producing approximately 
the same change in flow for a given branch will be compared 
and the best approach indicated.
Adjustment of Shock Losses
Branches 8 and 12 contain shock losses which could be 
reduced. Table 8 shows which combinations of reductions were 
effective. The effects on quality and temperature-humidity 
control will be discussed only when the adjustments produce 
unfavorable working conditions. The cost of making the ad­
justments and the changes in fan operating costs will be 
allocated to the change in quantity of airflow to obtain a 
cost for an additional unit of airflow. Cost analysis will 
be done only where the change was effective. The cost of 
reducing the shock in branch 12 will be $200 per change, 
while the cost of reducing the shock in branch 8 will be 
$2,000 for the first reduction and an additional $1,500 for 
the second reduction.
The three shock loss changes which produced signifi­




# Effective cfm Branch 8
SKI No 369,080 0.12650
SK2 Yes 370,660 0.12650
SK3 No 369,200 0.11400
SK4 No 369,530 0.10000
SK5 No 369,330 0.11400
SK6 Yes 370,913 0.11400
SK7 No 369,630 0.10000











10 and 11 by approximately 2 and 1/2 percent. There was a 
decrease in temperature of about one-half (1/2) degree: 
however, the relative humidity increased to about 85 per­
cent. This might create uncomfortable working conditions 
for the people near the end of branch 10. The discounted 
costs are given in Table 9 for SK2, Table 10 for SK6 and 
Table 11 for SK8.
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TABLE 9
Discounted Cost of Shock Loss Change
NPV Discount Rate
Costs 12% 15%
Fixed, $ 95,060 95,050
Operational, $ 616,301 516,459
Total, $ 711,361 611,519
Total/cfm $/cfm 1.919 1.650
TABLE 10
Discounted Cost of Shock Loss Change
NPV Discount Rate
Costs 12% 15%
Fixed, $ 97,260 97,260
Operational, $ 616,301 516,459
Total, $ 713,561 613,719
Total/cfm $/cfm 1.924 1.655
TABLE 11
Discounted Cost of Shock Loss Change
NPV Discount Rate
Costs 12% 15%
Fixed, $ 98,760 98,760
Operationa, $ 616,037 516,238.
Total, $ 714,797 614,998






























FI Yes 370,480 B A A
F2 Yes 371,935 C A A
F3 Yes 371,923 A B A
F4 Yes 375,220 A C A
F5 No 370,134 A A B
F6 No 371,695 A A C
F7 Yes 373,383 B B A
F8 No 371,626 B A B
F9 No 372,887 A B B
F10 Yes 378,204 C C A
Fll No 374,707 C A C
F12 No 376,929 A C C
F13 Yes 374,389 B B B
F14 Yes 380,010 C C C
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Changes in Fan Blade Settings
The results of changing fan curves are shown in Table 12. 
The change in discounted costs is due entirely to changes 
in operating costs. The NPV costs per cfm after the changes 
are shown in Table 13.
Thermodynamic Changes
The thermodynamic changes consist of heating or cooling 
of the air and changes in the amount of evaporation.
To evaluate some thermodynamic changes the heat addi­
tion and evaporation rate in branches 5 and 12 were adjusted.
A summary of the changes and their effect is given in Table 14.
Combination of Mechanical Changes
Several combinations of changing shock losses and fan 
curves were tried. Those combinations of changes which pro­
duced beneficial changes in airflow are presented in Table 15.
Additional Changes
Some other changes were made on a random basis to see 
the effect. Heat addition at the beginning of branch 9 pro­
duced negligible results. Heat removal in branch 9 produced 
some increase in flow but 30,000 Btu per minute was needed 
before a significant increase (0.2%) in flow was noted.
Capital cost for a refrigeration unit of this capacity
(15 ton) is about 45,000 (4). With the slight change in flow
fan operating costs remaining practially the same and the
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TABLE 13
Different Fan Curve Costs 
$/cfm
Run Intake Rate of Return
# cfm 12% 15% 20%
Orig 368,973 2.021 1.735 1.407
FI 370,480 2.500 2.219 1.896
F2 371,935 2.293 2.267 1.932
F3 371,923 2.461 2.186 1.870
F4 375,220 2.453 2.178 1.863
F5 370,134 2.440 2.169 1.857
F6 371,695 2.434 2.163 1.851
F7 373,383 2.517 2.232 1.905
F8 371,626 2.496 2.213 1.892
F9 372,887 2.459 2.184 1.868
F10 378,204 2.600 2.302 1.957
Fll 374,707 2.546 2.606 1.925
F12 376,929 2.480 2.201 1.880
F13 374,389 2.513 2.231 1.903
F14 380,010 2.595 2.296 1.952
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TABLE 14














Branch 5 Branch 12
Heat Evap. Heat Evap
92,500 0.74 15,150 .73
2,750 0.74 15,150 .73
92,500 0.74 16,665 .73
92,500 0.85 15,150 .73
92,500 0.74 15,150 .83
92,500 0.85 15,150 .85
2,750 0.83 15,150 .73
92,500 0.74 16,665 .85
2,750 0.85 15,150 .85
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TABLE 15 








Branch #-lossOrig 368,973 1-A, 2-A, 3-A 8-0.1265, 12-9.5600
MCI 371,224 1-B, 2-A, 3-A 8-0.1140, 12-6.0000
MC2 372,441 H 1 O 2-A, 3-A 8-0.1140, 12-6.0000
MC3 373,640 H 1 O 2-A, 3-A Branch 5 Btu to 2750
TABLE 16










Orig 368,973 2,021 1.735 1.407
MCI 371,224 1.993 1.712 1.391
MC2 372,441 1.978 1.699 1.379
MC3 373,640 1.982 1.703 1.381
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ADDITIONAL THEMODYNAMIC CHANGES
The additional changes consist of adding heat and addi­
tional evaporation to branches 5, 8, 11, and 13. Runs SAT 1 
through SAT 7 were variations in adding heat to the entrance 
to branch 8, with varying amounts of evaporation, and changing 
the evaporation in branch 5 from .73 to .85. The results of
I these runs indicate that the addition of additional energy in
I
these branches had little effect in increasing the rate of
i
flow. The most effective, on a cost basis, was run SAT 4 
where the increase in flow of 0.33% was accomplished with an 
increase in cost of 16.6%.
Runs SAT 8 through SAT 10 also included increasing the 
heat in branch 5. These were not effective on a cost basis, 
and at times air temperatures were approaching 90° F.
Run S 1 actually decreased the flow through the mine, 
and the cost per cfm was greater. Heat"addition at the 
of branch 13 (runs S-2, S-3, S-4) increased flow but again was 
cost ineffective.
Runs S 5 through S 9 involved varying amount of heat
addition at the entrances to branch 13 and branch 8. All the
variations tried produced an increase in flow but on a cost 
basis none were efficient as mechanical changes.
Runs S 10, S 11, and S 12 added the heat in branch 8 at
the exit rather than the entrance. There was an increase in
flow over that obtained by adding the heat at the entrance.
The increase was slight and again cost ineffective.
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The results of these runs when added to the results 
dbtained with previous thermodynamic changes tend to indicate 
that the Henderson Mine is fully utilizing the natural venti­
lation of the mine. The heat addition for the underground 
diesel equipment is great enough that additional heat addition 
is not economically justifiable. In fact, if an equivalent 
amount of heat was to be added to assist natural ventilation 
(assuming no heat from equipment), the amount would be far in 





Run # BTU'S added Branch Heat Evap. Intake
Orig 92,500 5-P .26 .72 368,973
92,500 5-N .25 .74
15,150 12-P .27 .73
15,150 12-N .27 .73
SATl 10,000 00 l .27 .73 369,194
SAT 2 10,000 8-P .27 .72 369,882
92,500 5-N .15 .85
92,500 5-P .15 .85
SAT 3 10,000 8-P .50 .50 369,961
92,500 5-P&N .15 .85
SAT 4 10,000 8-P 1.00 0.00 370,202
92,500 5-P&N .15 .85
SAT 5 20,000 8-P 1.00 0.00 370,813
92,500 5-P&N .15 .85
SAT 6 30,000 8-P 1.00 0.00 371,459
92,500 5-P&N .15 .85
SAT 7 50,000 8-P 1.00 0.00 372,997
92,500 5-P&N .15 .85
SAT8 10,000 8-P 1.00 0.00 370,027
102,500 5-N .15 .85
SAT 9 10,000 8-P 1.00 0.00 369,771
122,500 5-N .15 .85
SAT 10 50,000 8-P 1.00 0.00 373.061
122,500 5-N .30 .70
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BTU'S added Branch Heat Evap.
cfm 
Intake 1
SAT1 10,000 11-N 1.0 oo 368,702
SAT 2 10,000 13-P 1.0 o•o 369,787
SAT 3 20,000 13-P 1.0 o•o 370,682
Sat 4 30,000 13-P 1.0 o•o 371,561
SAT 5 30,000 13-P 1.0 0.0 372,357
10,000 8-P 1.0 0.0
SAT 6 30,000 13-P 1.0 0.0 373,130
20,000 8-P 1.0 0.0 -
SAT 7 30,000 13-P 1.0 0.0 373,878
30,000 8-P 1.0 0.0
SAT 8 10,000 13-P 1.0 0.0 370,613
10,000 8-P 1.0 0.0
SAT 9 20,000 13-P 1.0 0.0 372,279
20,000 8-P 1.0 0.0
SAT 10 0 13-N 0.0 0.0 369 ,766
10,000 8-N 1.0 0.0
SATll 92,500* 5-N 0.15 0.85 370,216
10,000 8-N 1.00 0.00
SAT 12 92,500* 5-P 0.15 0.85 370,877
20,000 8-N 1.00 0.00
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TABLE 18
Discounted Costs of Additional Thermodynamic Changes
Discount Rate
Run # Intake cfm 12% 15% 20%
Orig 368,973 2.021 1.735 1.407
SATl 369,184 2.354 2.034 1.667
SAT 2 369,882 2.362 2.041 1.672
SAT 3 369,951 2.361 2.040 1.672
SAT 4 370,202 2.357 2.036 1.668
SAT 5 370,813 2.770 2.402 1.980
SAT 6 371,459 3.182 2.767 2.290
SAT 7 372,997 3.999 3.490 2.906
SAT 8 370,027 2.779 2.401 1.986
SAT 9 369,771 3.623 3.157 2.621
SAT10 373,061 5.260 4.606 3.854
SI 368,702 2.355 2.035 1.668
S2 369,787 2.340 2.022 1.658
S3 370,682 2.753 2.387 1.968
S4 371,561 3.148 2.738 2.268
S5 372,357 3.148 2.738 2.268
S6 373,130 3.963 3.460 2.882
S7 373,878 4.369 3.819 3.188
S8 370,613 2.753 2.388 1.969
S9 372,279 3.580 3.120 2.592
S10 369,766 2.350 2.030 1.664
Sll 370,216 2.357 2.036 1.668
S12 370,877 2.770 2.402 1.980
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TABLE 19
































The effectiveness of the various methods used to increase 
flow varied considerably (Table 19). The most effective method 
was the reduction of shock losses. There was a limit to the 
amount of change that could be obtained from shock loss reduc­
tion. Shock losses can only be reduced until the airflow in 
parallel airways becomes critical.
The increase in airflow by the changing of fan blade 
settings can be economically sound in cases where the actual 
increase in airflow is of value for quantity or quality 
control. There is a 15 to 21 percent increase in cost for a 
1 to 3 percent increase in flow.
The change in blade settings of some fans changes flow 
in branches where the flow is already more than satisfactory. 
The costs (Table 13) associated with these increases cannot 
be justified.
The attempts to increase natural ventilation (thermo­
dynamic changes) were ineffective both on a quantity and 
economic basis. The most effective change resulted in 0.3% 
increase in volume at an 18% increase in overall cost. This, 
in conjunction with other computer runs with the fans pro­
ducing very little head and finally runs without fans at all, 
indicates that the natural ventilation is the primary source 
of head for airflow at the Henderson Mine. This seems to be a 
profound statement, but it must be remembered that the survey 
was conducted in the winter when natural ventilation would be 
near its maximum value. Henderson being a fairly deep and
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hot mine will have good natural ventilation the year round.
A test was made to determine the effect the heating of the 
intake air had on the natural ventilation. The heating has 
minimal effect and, as the man-cage is in the intake air, 
the benefit of heating on worker morale outweighs the negative 
effect on ventilation.
The program is a good tool to use in evaluating ventila­
tion systems of deep mines. This is primarily due to the 
inclusion of elevations and temperatures as input parameters 
which allow the program to determine the effect of density 
changes.
The program is slightly awkward to use in its present 
form. It currently is not user-oriented but some planned 
modifications will alleviate this problem. The messages from 
the built-in error detectors are not yet explicit enough for 
most users and considerable time is spent debugging input 
data. The inclusion of fixed quantity branches into the 
program's capabilities will aid in checking the results of 
modifications. The fixed quantity capability will allow 
specification of the desired results with the computer finding 
the solution rather than making trial and error data changes 
until the results are obtained. This feature will greatly 
improve the economics of using the program by reducing the 
number of computer runs. This savings could be anywhere from 
50% to 90% of the cost of doing it by trial and error method. 
Some of the runs already made would have been avoided.
The program, even in its unpolished state of development,
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is a valuable tool for ventilation engineers who need to be 
able to predict the effectiveness of changes to ventilation 
networks. This program provides capabilities not available in 
other programs and its use should increase greatly as we make 
it more user-oriented.
The program has the capability to allow the simulation 
of mine fires and their effect on the ventilation system.
This feature will allow mines to better plan escapeways and 
ventilation systems to lessen the danger of a mine disaster.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The program needs the fixed quantity branch ability 
added. Then with that addition a larger mine with a more 
detailed simulation of the underground workings needs to 
be examined. The greater the extent of the underground 
workings the better the evaluation of thermodynamic changes.
The program could be tested to see if there is a sig­
nificant difference in the effect on natural ventilation 
depending on the type of underground equipment used. For 
example, does diesel equipment have a greater or lesser 




A  T h erm od yn am ic  B ased  Ventilation Network  
Digital C om puter  Program
By C. J. HALL*, FUN’-DEN WANGj and Y. J. WANGJ
SYNOPSIS
A digital computer program based on thermodynamic principles has been written. Tins pupei describes the thermodynamic equations used and discusses the methods of obtaining the input data. T he network consists of nodes and branches. The state o! the air leaving a node is determined from the mass rates of flow and states of the air entering the node. These in turn are determined from branch ca'culu.ioas, which take into account shock and friction resistances, fans, leakage into or out of the branch, and heat and evaporation from machinery. Relationships are set up between mass rate of flow and entering and leaving air temperatures and mass rate of flow and entering and leaving vapour pressures. Provision is made for changes in roadway characteristics with reversed airflow. Steady atmospheric conditions are used for one computer run. ,
The program has been written for use at an existing mine, for planning major ventilation changes or minor structural additions, such as a new shaft or a few roadways. Thus most of the data input will be from field .measurements, which can be done over an extended period of time because the characteristics of each branch . are measured independently. The data from theoretical branches will be inputted in the same form as that obtained from field measurements.
INTRODUCTION
The object of the program is to predict the quantities of air 
that will flew in all branches of a mine ventilation network 
under any specified circumstances. The program differs from 
earlier ones in several ways, a major difference being that 
natural ventilation is taken into account, the effect being 
reassessed in each mesh for each specified change in 
conditions,
j The ventilation network consists of branches and nodes. 
Branches are roadways, shafts, etc., through which the 
air flow and in which the state of the air can be measured. 
A  branch begins and ends at a node which is defined as a 
position at which two or more branches meet. A mesh is 
defined as two or more branches connected in scries and 
forming a closed loop.
Two controlling equations have been set up, and these 
are similar to the traditional ones. The quantity equation 
states that the mass rate of flow of dry air leaving a node is 
equal to that entering. The pressure equation states that in 
proceeding around a mesh, the sum of the differences in 
absolute pressure between the beginning and end of the 
branches is zero. This means that at any instant of time, 
the value of the barometric pressure at any node is single- 
valued. A third controlling equation might be necessary, that 
the rate of flow of enthalpy leaving a node is equal to that 
entering. At present it has been assumed that by the time 
that the requirements of the first two equations have been 
met with sufficient accuracy, the enthalpy requirement will 
also have been met, so that the enthalpy balance is not 
checked.
The program is treated thermodynamically, so that input 
data for a branch include not only the resistance and fan 
characteristics found in most programs, but also elevations, 
pressures, temperatures, humidities, and relationships between 
heat exchange, temperature and rate of flow and between 
evaporation, humidity and rate of flow. This detailed 
information could be estimated for a completely theoretical 
mine, but in many cases the estimates of roadway resistance 
are so grossly in error that work involved in generating the 
data for this (CSM Vent) program is not warranted. Simpler 
programs, such as that reported by Wang and Saperstein,1 
are adequate for most theoretical mines. The CSM vent 
program has been written for existing mines, where most of
the input data is measured accurately. The program would 
be used to predict airflows when major ventilation changes 
(stoppings, regulators, fans, cooling plants, etc.) or relatively 
minor structural additions (a shaft and a few roadways) 
were proposed. The vapour pressure and steam specific 
enthalpy data ranges have been made large enough to allow 
simulated mine fires to be handled. In the event of a large 
underground fire, with major changes taking place in the 
ventilation system caused bv the loss of roadways, stoppings 
and fans and changes in natural ventilation, an accurate 
computer representation of the system would be invaluable 
to allow the optimum control of the situation in the minimum 
time.
In order to put an existing mine onto a computer, all the 
necessary parameters are measured for each branch indi­
vidually, so that the field survey could take from a few 
days to several months, depending on the complexity of the 
mine. Provided that atmospheric temperature and humidity 
do not vary widely during the measurements, a test of the 
accuracy of the measurements would be that when the data 
were fed into the computer along with typical atmospheric 
conditions, the flow rates predicted by the computer would 
be close to those measured in the field.
The following data must be fed into the computer:
(i) Branch and node numbers, branch directions, and the 
branches connected to each node.
(ii) The characteristics of each branch, including friction and 
shock resistances, fan characteristic curves, leakage 
characteristics, equipment heat sources, rock-heat 
exchange relationships, rock temperature, evaporation 
relationships, and elevations.
(iii) Initial states of the air entering each node, including 
atmospheric air.
(iv) Assumed mass rates of flow of dry air at the beginning 
and end of each branch.
(v) Each mesh must be specified.
•Professor of Mining, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. 
tDirector, Excavation Engineering, Earth Mechanics Institute, Colorado School of Mi.ics, Golden, Colarodo.
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The computer first carries out an iterative process to 
balance the mass rates of flow throughout the network, while 
following the leakage instructions. The starting point is the 
intake airflow rates. The air leaving the mine docs not have 
to equal that entering due to compressed air flows, leakage 
to and from surface, and errors of measurement.
The computer then calculates the state of the air entering 
a n d  leaving each branch according to the mass rates of flow 
a n d  the branch characteristics. The starting point is atmos­
pheric air entering intake openings. If there is mixing at a 
node, the process is assumed to be constani-pressure and 
adiabatic, and the mass rate of flow of water stuff (water 
plus water vapour) leaving the node is equal to that entering. 
Specified states of air are used when the states have not been 
calculated. When all branches have been calculated, the 
calculated states of the air replace the original input states, 
the o n ly  states unchanged being those specified for the 
atmosphere. The pressure-controlling equation is applied to 
each mesh, and the rate of flow entering and leaving each 
branch of that mesh is altered by an amount corresponding 
to AH12ZQR, where AW is the unbalanced pressure in the 
mesh and 2.QR is the sum of the product of the quantities 
a n d  resistances throughout that mesh.
: The computer then repeats the process of balancing flow 
rates, calculating the states of the air, checking the mesh- 
contrclling pressure equation and altering mesh flow rates 
until the maximum unbalanced pressure around any mesh 
is 0,002 psi (or other specified value) which is approximately 
13 Pa, The Engineering English system cf units has been 
used, consistent with present standard American ventilation 
practice.
Additional programs have been written to calculate the 
various parameters necessary as input for the network 
program from fleld measurements and theoretical data.
T HE N E T W O R K  P R O G R A M
There are four sections of the network program, covering 
airflow through a branch, mixing at a node, the control 
equations, and the closure equation. Additionally, the 
program contains a vapour pressure table taken from Ruben 
and Stroude2 and extended from Keenan and Keyes3 to 
cover the range — 40=F to 120'F in one-degree increments 
and by 20-degree increments to 180~F. The limit of 180rF 
has been set to limit the vapour pressure (and to eliminate 
the possibility of computing negative air pressures) under 
mine fire conditions. A steam specific enthalpy table lrom 
—40° to 150=F in 5-degree increments extended to 600°F 
in 50-degree increments is taken from Keenan and Keyes.3
Airflow through a branch
A  branch begins and ends at a node. The state of the air 
entering a branch is assumed to be known, and the state of 
the air leaving the branch is calculated from the known initial 
state and the branch characteristics. A branch is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1.
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When flowing through a branch the air undergoes six local 
processes, an extended process alone the roadway, and six 
local processes in reversed order. If the airflow is reversed, 
the air will undergo the same pattern of processes, but the 
magnitude of each process might be different. Two sets of 
data have to be specified, cne to be used for airflow in one 
direction and one for reversed flow. Because the branch has 
a direction, this direction and the initial flow direction will 
be the same, thus defining the data input for normal and 
reversed flow. The state of the air as it leaves each process is 
determined, the definitions of the subscripts being shown 
in Fig. 1.
Processes 1 and 3 represent shock losses, and 2 is a fan, 
either running or stopped. Process 4 is leakage. Processes 5 
and 6 are for heat and water vapour addition from machinery 
and other sources. The roadway process covers changes in 
potential energy, heat exchange and evaporation from the 
roadway walls, and friction. The solution to this process 
involves the equation Pvn = C, where C and n arc constants. 
A branch must therefore be selected so that the actual 
process follows this equation reasonably closely. Because a 
node is defined as a position where two or more branches 
meet, a branch may be terminated in the middle of a roadway 
if necessary, such as just before or just after a fan installation, 
where there is a major change in the resistance of an 
inclined roadway, where there is a major change of slope, 
or any other major change such as condensation or rate of 
evaporation.
PROCESS P - l
This is a shock loss process. The process characteristic to 
be specified is the resistance at standard air density. The mass 
rate of flow and state of entering air are specified, the leaving 
state being determined from this and the resistance. It is 
assumed that the pressure drop is proportional to the square 
of the volume flow rate and that the process is isothermal. 
This latter assumption could lead to minor errors when the 
entering air is saturated and carrying entrained water, 
because the process is in fact adiabatic, and this is isothermal 
only when there is no evaporation. (For a more detailed 
treatment of the thermodynamic analysis of airflow, see 
HaH4.)
PROCESS P - 2
This is a fan process. The fan can be entered as running 
normally, running reversed, or stopped. The process charac­
teristics to be specified are the fan performance curves 
(electrical horsepower and static water gauge against volume 
flow rate at standard density) for the normal or reversed 
direction of rotation, or the resistance of the stopped fan. 
It is assumed that when the fan is running (normally or 
reversed) all electrical energy enters the system and that there 
is no evaporation, so that if there is entrained water in the 
entering air, there will be minor errors. For a surface fan with 
the motor mounted outside the ventilation airstream, the 
motor horsepower should be entered as about 5 per cent 
less than the EHP drawn. The characteristic curves are 
entered as a series of points, with the computer using linear 
interpolation between the points. If necessary the curves 
should be extended outside the first quadrant (Fig. 2), and 
they should be for the fan as installed rather than the 
manufacturer's curves. When the fan is stopped, the process 
is handled as a shock loss (see P-l above).
PROCESS p -3
This is a second shock loss process and is handled as 
P-l above.
PROCESS P -4
This process is to account for leakage into or from the 





Fig. 2. Fan characteristic curves.
th e  same state as the air entering P-4 (or N-4), so that the 
only change made is to the mass rate cf flow of air leaving 
t h e  process. The leakage may be expressed as a constant, 
t o  represent compressed air or compressors, or be made 
proportional to the mass rate of flow of ventilating air, or 
both. There are, theiefore, two process characteristics to 
represent leakage.
PROCESS P -5
This process accounts for energy entering the system from 
motors with a horsepower rating, other than main or booster 
fan motors. The three process characteristics are the horse­
power, the fraction of this that appears as a direct heating 
effect, and the fraction that is expressed as evaporation. 
Generally speaking, there will be no evaporation from electric 
motors but considerable evaporation from diesel motors. If. 
diesel-mted horsepower is used, the sum of the two fractions 
could be considerably in excess of one, whereas the electric 
motor fraction will netcr exceed unity, and for pumps might 
be a twentieth or so. The process is a constant-pressure heat 
addition with evaporation limited eidicr by the amount of 
water to be evaporated or the air temperature, which limits 
the saturation pressure. Serious errors could resul' if the 
evaporative fraction is severely over-estimated and the direct
heating effect fraction severely under-estimated because the 
energy input might be seriously curtailed by limited evapora­
tion caused by low air temperature.
p r o c e s s  r - 6
This process accounts for energy entering the system 
expressed as BTU's per minute. The three process character­
istics are the energy input, tiic fraction that appears as a 
direct heating effect, and the fraction that is expressed as 
evaporation. If the air passes through a cooling plant, the 
solution will account for any necessary condensation. As 
above, the process is assumed to be constant-pressurc.
PROCESS St. THE ROADW AY
This will normally be the major process for a branch. Two 
of the process characteristics are the elevations of the two 
ends of the roadway (or nodes) and the roadway frictional 
resistance at-standard air density. The remaining character­
istics are for heat exchange and evaporation, which vary with 
the state of the incoming air (the colder and drier the incoming 
air. the greater the heat exchange and evaporation per pound 
of air) and the mass rate of flow (the slower the air moves, 
the greater the heat exchange and evaporation per pound of 
air). The relationships developed are empirical and have not 
been field-tested. There are two types of airway, those in 
which no condensation occurs (including a zero rate of 
evaporation), and those in which no evaporation takes place, 
but condensation can occur. Different process characteristics 
are specified for each type of airw-ay, and no branch should 
include both evaporation and condensation, except for some 
upcast airways. In cases where almost saturated air enters an 
upcast airway that is wet, and a minor amount of evaporation 
probably occurs before condensation begins, the branch can 
be handled as type two, with no es'aporation. V
Type 1: No condensation
From an actual ventilation survey, or from preliminary 
calculations, a particular survey air flow rate (masi) is 
determined, along with the surveyed entering and leaving 
air temperatures (T ast, Ta,e , the subscripts i  and e  referring 
to inlet and exit states). The rock temperatures at the two 
positions (7ri, Tre) are estimated and the elevations (Z<, Z e)  
of the positions determined. The rock temperatures should 
be estimated as limiting air temperatures rather than actual 
rock temperatures, and the values estimated could vary 
according to the expected air behaviour. If it is expected 
that fast moving air in a roadway will slow down and stop 
for hours or days, a large temperature change would be 
expected. If, however, reversal was expected in a matter of 
minutes, the temperature of the air just before reversal, 
with no flow conditions, would be very little different from 
the original temperature. It is necessary to evaluate a 
reasonable value for Ta c. the temperature of the air leaving 
the system, when nia, the mass rate of flow, and Tai, the 
entering air temperature, vary. In any particular case, 
nta and Tai axe specified.
It is assumed that the relationship between T a t and m a 
is expressed by y = 1/A/jc (Fig. 3). T he inlet air and rock 
temperatures are corrected for elevation, so that:
7a,ic - Tati + 0,005 35 (Z< - Ze)
T a lc - Tat + 0.005 35 (Z£ - Z e)
Trie = Tri 4- 0,005 35 (Zt - Z.)
The axes of the graph relating Tae and m a are set up so 
that at ma — 0, Tae — Tre, and as approaches infinity,
T a t approaches Ta ic• Additionally, the graph passes through
a point Tae ma$, where
J  .  (Taste ~ Taic)(Trc 4 - Trie) ~'r Tage(2Taic Tre Trie)
2Tarte ~ T ^ T ^ c
T 1845 60.
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Fig. 3. Determination of temperature of air leaving branch. .
which is developed from the empirical relationship 
( Tre — Tare) ~r {T rie  — T a sic)Tqte — Tqst,
Tae" — T g ie ( Tre T a e )  +  {T r ie  — T a ic)
This relationship would seem to be reasonable for airflow 
without condensation, because the elevation correction 
factor used is 5,35 °F per 1 000 ft.
. Evaporation is handled in a similar fashion, using vapour 
piessures. Entering and leaving vapour pressures (Pi si, Pne) 
and air pressures (Past, and Pos<) arc measured at the same 
time as the air temperatures and mass rate of flow. The 
surveyed and specified (Pci) entering vapour pressures are 
corrected for elevation
P t t i e  =  P t t l  P a te /F a sl 
P t i e  — P i t  P ase iP asi  
The same y = 1 /Mx relationship (Fig. 4) is used between 
Pee, the leaving vapour pressure and ma, the specified mass 
rate of flow'. For the temperature calculation, the maximum 
value of the leaving temperature was a specified rock 
temperature. For the vapour pressure a maximum value 
has also t<j be specified. Limited evaporation might be 
caused by the entering air being neatly saturated or by the 
roadway being nearly dry. Attempis have been made to 
allow for this when calculating the final vapour pressure, 
P re , in the calculation of the maximum vapour pressure. 
P et-m ax-  The leaving vapour pressure P te - is equal to 
P e e m a x  when ma = 0, it approaches Pric as t'-a approaches 
infinity, and it is equal to Pte when m a — riias, where
Pee" — [P r ie  ( P e te  P cel — P vsc sa t P vH sa l)
(P t i t  — P v s le )  (P c i  — P r e ta i '  P tie a t ') ]  I
(P v t ie  ~r P t s i  — P ceesn i — P v t i ta l )
where
P e H e a t  = the saturated value of the vapour pressure 
at T — Tati
Pet eta t  — the saturated value of rhe vapour pressure 




Fig. 4. Determination of vapour pressure of air leaving branch.
Pritat' = the saturated value of the vapour pressure 
at 3 = Tai
P reset"  — the saturated value of the vapour pressure 
at T -= Tae.
This expression for P re‘ has been developed from 
P t s e — P v s ie    (P vsesa t P v ie )  ~h (P v sisa t  — P r s i)
P t e  — P t ie  
Also
(P te s a t  — P te " )  "h (P v isa t  — P v i)
D _ a  . i (  v te  — P vsic )  (P vesa t  — P t e )
F v tm a x  *= F e e  1 r x ----------------- 5— r-----------
V “ t te s a t  * vse)
with the range of P v tm a x  limited by 
P  v ie  — P  vsie
P  v ir ta t  — P vee
< 1,0
It is apparent that it is necessary to solve for Ta t  before P v e ,  
because P v<sa t' is the limiting value of P ve as m a 
approaches zero.
Thus the specified process characteristics for a type 1 
roadway are:
(i) The elevations of each end of the roadway.
(ii) The roadway resistance.
(iii) The surveyed entering and leaving air temperatures.
(iv) The surveyed entering and leaving vapour pressure.
(v) The surveyed entering and leaving air pressures.
(vi) The surveyed mass rate of flow of dry air.
(vii) The rock temperatures at the beginning and end of 
the roadway.
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Type 2: No evaporation’
Should evaporation and condensation occur in one 
roadway, say an upcast shaft, the roadway must be 
represented as two branches in scries. At the measured 
mass rate of How, riiat, the heat exchange per pound of dry 
air and associated water vapour can be calculated, q*t. 
The relationship between q*, the heat exchange per pound 
of dry air and associated water vapour, and hia, the mass 
rate of flow of dry air, is again represented by v = 1/A/x, 
(Fig. 5). Because condensation normally occurs in return 
roadways, where air conditions are steady, the point 
q*t»tas on the curve has been made independent of the 
entering air temperature. The maximum heat exchange is 
Nq*.t and A' must be specified. Then
,     tiiosN g*m_____* ~ rivtt + ma (N - D
Thus the specified process characteristics for a type 2 
.roadway are:
(i) The elevations of each end of the roadway.
(ii) The roadway resistance.
(iii) The surveyed heat exchange.
(iv) The factor limiting heat exchange for no airflow 
conditions.
For both type 1 and type 2 roadways, the state of the air 
leaving the process is determined using thermodynamically 
sound path and point equations. The path equation amounts 
to fV* = C, where both n and C are constants. Branches 
must be selected to conform reasonably with this equation, 
and serious errors can result when there is a large difference 
in elevation between the beginning and end of a branch. 
A very deep shaft should be split into two or more branches 
if:
(a) There arc major differences in rate of evaporation 
(wet and dry sections) throughout the length of the shaft.
fig. S. Determination of heat exchange in branch with no evap. nation.
(b) There is a section of 2 000 ft (610 m) or more vertically 
in which there is r.o condensation followed by a similar 
section in which condensation occurs.
(c) Major leakage occurs into the shaft of air at a state 
considerably different from that of the shaft air.
(d) There arc major changes in resistance characteristics 
or local major shock losses.
PROCESSES N -6  TO N - l
These are identical to processes P-6( to P-l.
Mixing at a node
The state of air leaving a node is determined from the 
states and mass rates of flow of air entering the node. The 
following assumptions are made: '
(a) That complete mixing of all airflows entering the node 
occurs, so that all air leaving the node is at the same 
state.
(b) The process is adiabatic and constant pressure.
(c) The mass rate of flow of dry air entering the node is 
equal to that leaving.
( d ) The mass rate of flow of water stuff (water plus water 
vapour) entering the node is equal to that leaving.
The air leaving the node may be unsaturated, saturated, or 
saturated and containing suspended water, regardless or 
whether one of the entering airstreams contains suspended 
water or not. "
Equations are developed in conformity with the above 
assumptions, one equation being that the rate of enthalpy 
leaving the node is equal to that entering. This is not used 
as a control equation, that is, the difference between the 
leaving enthalpy for the last iteration and the present leaving 
enthalpy being compared to a maximum allowable vaiue, 
with solution being continued until this condition is met, 
although such an addition to the program would not be 
difficult to make.
The controlling equations . ,V
. The two controlling equations express that:
(a) • The sum of the mass rates of flow of dry air at a node
with due regard to sign is zero.
(b) The sum of the differences in total pressure between the 
beginning and end of each branch, when progressing ■ 
consecutively around a mesh with due regard to sign is 
equal to zero.
The network is brought into equilibrium by the method of 
heads (Hardy Cross5), so that for each mesh, a change to the 
mass rate of flow A«/*, is calculated, and applied to each 
branch of the mesh, with due regard to sign.
THE MASS RATE OF FLOW EQUATION ,
The CSM Vent program allows for leakage into or out 
of any branch; this leakage to be constant and.or proportional 
to the mass rate of flow in the branch. This means that the 
quantity of air leaving a branch is not necessarily equal to 
that entering. Additionally, whenever the quantity of air 
entering a branch is changed, the quantity leaving is changed, 
but not necessarily by the same amount. For existing 
programs, once the quantity network is balanced, application 
to each branch of a mesh of an equal quantity AQo leaves 
the network in balance. This is shown in Fig. 6. This is no 
longer holds for the present program, as is shown in Fig. 7. 
The Min is applied to the mass rate of flow entering each 
roadway (iiip)k, and the mass rate leaving (/»«)* is’caicuiated 
from the leakage factors. Constant leakage factors, caused by 
compressed air and compressors, would leave the network 
balanced, although the mass rate of flow’ exhausting the mine 
is no' equal to that intaking. When leakage is a portion of
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Fig. 7. Application o f A (?*, leakage.
Ifcitf
e l k *
♦ 2 -J 
-I 
• 4
a. kite! Mane* slcli.
k. lal2<Tud state after ipp!i:ati«n t! AQ;
Fig. 6. Application of &Qk. no leakage.
the mass rate of flow entering the branch, as is the case at 
many mines for most of the leakage, the mass rates of flow 
are no longer balanced (F-'ig. 7(b), nodes 2 end 4, as a con­
sequence of branches a.and d). Thus before continuing with 
the second iteration of the network, the quantities have to be 
balanced in an iterative process. In doing this, al! intake air 
quantities are accepted (node i), and quantities are balanced 
going downstream. The ratio of quantities leaving a node is 
kept constant. Thus the quantity 1,6 at node 4 was accepted 
to calculate branches /, h, i and j, and subsequent calculation 
of branch d g2ve a quantity of 1,64 at node 4. A second 
iteration would use the 1,64 and sufficient iterations would 
be carried out to obtain the desired accuracy at node 4.
THE PRESSURE EQUATION
With reference to Fig. 7(a), the atmospheric states of the air 
at nodes 1 and 8 are fxed, and the state of 8 docs not have 
to be the same as the state at !. The initial states of the air 
entering each node arc given (an, bn, cn, etc.). Calculation of 
the states of the air commences with the unchanging atmos­
pheric intake air at node 1. The state of the air at a„ is 
calculated, this value replacing the original value, and bp 
and g*. arc made equal to a„. States b„ and g„ are calcinated, 
and cp and ev are equal to the new value of bn. The states 
at cn and en are calculated. Mixing will take place at node 4. 
It is unlikely that the calculated PC)l is equal to the specified 
Pin, but Pen will override because ritcen > tiUin- The state 
at node 4 wiil be calculated using the calculated state at cr 
and the specified state dn. State fP is equal to the calculated 
state at node 4, so state /,, is calculated. Mixing wiil take 
place at node 6, P/n overriding Pot- State hp is equal to 
node 6 state, sc- hn can be calculated. Mixing takes place at
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c .  Airf low a f t e r  f i r s t  i terat ion.
node 7, P/,n overriding Pen. The states at ip and in are 
calculated, and from /'„ the states dn and j„. All calculated 
states replace previously specified states. There are four 
unbalanced pressures:
P d n  ¥* ■ P-i (which is equal to P en and P / p )
P en  r  P i  (which is equal to Pn„ and P(P)
Pm ¥= Pn (which is equal to P/n and Php)
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and . .
/*/„ ^ P g  (which is equal lo Ptp. the atmospheric pressure) 
The unbalanced pressure for a mesh is the sum of the 
differences in pressure between the beginning and end of 
each branch, with due regard to the direction of airflow. 
Thus, for the example above,
P D { t^ l )  ~  (.Pap P an)  +  { P  bp P b u )  "4" { P cp  P cn )
+  (PfP -  P fn )  -r ( P hp  -  P h n )  +  { P ,P -  Pin)
+  IP jP  ~  P jn )  +  {P k p  -  P k n )  -  P i p  ~  P}n
/ >Z><*-2) =  (P fp  ~  P fn )  +  ( P h p  ~  P h n )  +  ( P ip  ~  P in )
T  { P tip P d n )  -  P fp  — P d n
P D ( t -  3) =  {P ep  P  cn) +  { P fp  — P fn )  +  ( P j p  — P  An) 
{P ep  P e n )  — Pen P h n  
P D (k —4) — {P b p  P  bn) +  { P  cp P e n )  +  { P fp  P fn )
—  (P g p  P gn) — P  jn  —  Pfn
The equilibrium equation
- The values of Am apk, the initial change of mass rate of flow 
(to be applied to the mass rate of flow entering a branch) for 
each branch of each mesh, are determined from the equilibrium 
equation. The equation is based on H  =  R Q 3. Changes in 
density and the fans are allowed for, but the reheat factor is 
omitted
NBL
Then m a>* _ — 27,7 j.-i btflPDkfvgpUK)NB £
y-1 btj(2RjmajViij — slope of fan curve
corrected for d e n s ity
where vapn is the specific volume of the air a! the location where 
the unbalanced pressure exists, bt-f is a constant with the 
value of 1, — 1, or 0 dependent on the relationship between 
branchy and mesh k.
P R O G R A M  INPUT
Apart from defining branches, nodes and meshes, the follow­
ing data is required:
(a) Branch characteristics from field measurements.
(b) Branch characteristics from theoretical calculations.
(c) Branch characteristics for reversed flow.
Generally, the calculations are carried out to an accuracy 
of one foot pound force per pound mass (the program is 
based on energy), and field measurements are taken to adhere 
to this accuracy as closely as possible.
Branch characteristics from field measurements
Branches are chosen to conform with the equation Pvn — C 
for extended roadway sections, with fans, shock losses, 
sources of heat or cooling plants and leakage factors 
assessed separately at either end in local processes. A com­
puter program has been written to convert the measurements 
taken into the necessary branch characteristics.
ROADWAY SECTION
Two measuring stations are set up, one at each end of 
the section, to measure absolute (barometric) pressure and 
wet- and dry-bulb temperatures. The elevation of the pressure 
measuring station is determined. Air velocities and roadway 
cross-sections arc measured close to one or both of the 
measuring stations, the two locations giving a measurement 
of the total leakage. The roadway should be measured under 
normal operating conditions. Multiple synchronized readings 
of pressure and temperatures are taken over a short period 
of time (say, 11 readings over 20 minutes) after the
instruments are in temperature equilibrium with the air. 
Synchronized readings allow surveys to be carried out even 
when there is considerable pressure fluctuation due to 
production operations, but changes in quantity for several 
minutes can cause serious problems. Velocity measurements 
are carried out continuously whiie pressure/temperature 
readings are being taken. Poor communications can neces­
sitate extended periods of measurement. A minimum field 
crew is three, a minimum of four being required if leakage 
is to be measured. For some branches five or six people might 
be required.
SHOCK LOSSES
The pressure drop can be measured by gauge and tube or 
two barometers (in which case elevations will be required), 
the quantity by air velocity, airway cross-section and wet- and 
dry-bulb temperature readings. When possible, the ventilation 
circuit should be adjusted to allow the maximum airflow and 
largest pressure drop to ensure the greatest possible accuracy,
LEAKAGE
If measured, this is normally obtained from the roadway 
measurements above. This total value must be apportioned 
to each end of the roadway and to fixed and variable 
fractions.
HEATING AND COOLING
This can be assessed by measurements of air temperature 
and humidity before and after the source and the quantity 
of air flowing (which requires a barometric pressure) or 
from the power drawn by the equipment.
ROCK TEMPERATURES
These must be measured or estimated. For most conditions, 
estimated values are better because the values are used as 
limiting air temperatures.
FANS
During a roadway survey the static water gauge and 
quantity handled by any fans in the branch are determined. 
Complete fan characteristic curves (H/Q in three quadrants, 
EIJP/Q in two quadrants, Fig. 2) for forward and reversed 
rotations are required for the fan in situ. The curves supplied 
by manufacturers are often very different from those of the 
installed fan, because they are determined under ideal 
conditions. Additionally, the range is often limited to the 
desirable portion of the curves for normal rotation only. 
The computer program should predict airflows under any 
conditions, and in the event of a mine fire, or when 
repositioning major fans underground, fans may be forced 
into operating positions that are far from desirable. Thus 
major fans should be tested in situ over as great a Tange as 
possible and these fan curves should be extended to cover 
the maximum conceivable range of operation. Manufacturers 
should be asked for advice on the extended performance 
curves and the mechanical stability of their fans under all 
operating conditions.
Branch characteristics from theoretical calculations
Computer programs have been written to obtain the branch 
characteristics for roadw'ay sections from data normally used 
by ventilation engineers. One program determines the 
resistance from the airway physical parameters. Other 
programs determine heat exchange and evaporation character­
istics from inputs of elevations, wet- and dry-bulb tempera­
tures, the pressure of the entering air and the amount of 
entrained water, using one or more entering airstreams.
Branch characteristics for reversed flow
Complete data must be entered for any branch in which 
a reversal of airflow might occur. Usually it would be 
impossible to measure most of these data, and sonic no 
doubt will be difficult to estimate.
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s h o c k  LOSSES AND FRICTION 
On reversal, shock losses may or may not be close to their 
original values, depending on whether doors open on 
reversal, etc. Some values might be measured in the initial 
survey under normal flow conditions, by, say. propping open 
doors that would open on reversal and measuring the shock 
loss. Because such a roadway on reversal would handle 
significant airflow, the resistance of the roadway should also 
be fneasured in the original survey with all shock resistances 
reduced to a minimum.
LEAKAGE
The values of constant leakage might remain constant on 
reversal, but this is not likely to hold foi leakage proportional 
to the airflow.
MACHINERY
It should be relatively simple to decide which items of 
equipment would keep running during reversed flow.
FANS
. The fan characteristic cuncs are likely to remain unchanged 
unless airlock doors open on reversal. The fan curve data 
shown in dashed line on Fig. 2 but plotted in the appropriate 
quadrants would be used.
THE ROADWAY PROCESS
. It is unlikely that these data can be measured. The 
resistance is unlikely to change, but heat and humidity 
characteristics could alter very seriously, particularly in the 
case of a downcast shaft with evaporation or an upcast 
shaft with condensation. The elevations will also be reversed. 
Each case has to be assessed separately, but the following 
general comments might apply:
(i) Large changes in elevation wili often lead to initial 
condensation characteristics becoming evaporation, and 
vice versa. The branch characteristics used for reversed 
flow would have to be assessed from similar measured 
branches, and errors are likely to be serious.
(ii) Small changes in elevation could well lead to evaporation 
remaining evaporation and condensation remaining 
condensation. The condensation characteristics might 
remain approximately the same, but evaporation 
characteristics would have to take into account the 
reversed elevation, so that values of surveyed tempera­
tures, air and vapour pressures would have to be altered 
as well as the rock temperatures reversed.
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DIMENSION TITUE(10),0< 30>»L8< 30)
COMMON /8LKA/ MAM( 16),RM( 16),TAP6! 16).TAN6< 16),TAN5( 16).
TANt 16),VAN6 I 16),VAN( 16>,PN( 16),PAN( 16), 
PVN < 16 >,OMN{ 16J.0MWM 16 >,QXM( 16),MAPI 16), 
MAN! 16 ),PO t 16),V AS( 16),
JPI16), JNC16) , IFANPI16) , IFANM16) ,SL<16>
COMMON /BLKB/ MaCP4{ 16,2),MACN4I ,16.2),
KP4( 16,2),KN4{ 16,2),MAS! 16,2),RP1! 16.2).
RN1( 16»2),RP3( 16,2),RN3I 16,2),HPP5t 16,2), 
HPN51 16,2),FP5( 16» 2), Fr J 51 16,2),FXP5( 16,2) 
FXN5 { 16,2) ,RTt,P6( 16,2), BTUN6< 16,2),FP6<
FN6( 16 > 2)» PXP6I 16,2>,FXN6< 16,2)
TASP6I 16,2), T A S N 61 16,2>,PVSP6(
PVSN6I 16.2),TRP6< 16,2>.TRN6(
PASN61 16,2), G X S I 16,2),RSI 





























- m *»■** *, - «■ m m m ■ m •«» . ^  -«• , f> • ■■■• > at • tj ■ m *■ •
WRITE!15,430) TJTLE,NPAGE
READ 113,540) NB.NJ,NFAN.NSP8,ITRM,ITRP.EPSM
m  m  tm m  m  - ~  •» »  «• •  *" m  ' ••.ap »  »• m
IFINSPB.LE.0) NSPB«2 
NSPj?NSPB*l 
IFIITRM.LE.0) IT R M * 3 0 
IPIITRP.LE.0) I TRP*100 
IPIEPSM.LE.0.D0) EPSM?5,D0 
WRITE115,405)
WRITE 115,410) NB,NJ,NPAN,NSPj ,NSP8,JTRM,ITRP.EPSM
T 1845 71
IMNFAN.U.C) GO to 115
NPAGE=NPA6E*1
WRITE <15» 400 ) T I TLE.NPAGE 
00 110 Jel.NFAN 
DO 110 JJsl,2 
L»!
IE(JJ,E3.2) U«I+10C
READ (13,535) NOP.DScRP 




£ «• . . 9 -■ ̂  mj . 9 - 9 -  9 ■* ■ 9 m .. •( . „ . 9 --m -9 ■, « g r« . a* •• «. 9
c
REAO<13»520) <HY(J.U>iJ«1»NDP)Q ■ 9  - - m  9 - 9 - 9  9  9  »  9  9  *• • «• . «. ■ V  . rn ■ rn - «* * 9  •' •  ‘ - <5. -« ■ *  ■ m  ■■ «* ■ 9  - , «• ■ «* - ■< •  ■ ■
WRITE(15i425) <QX(J,L),J?i.NOP)
WRITE<15i433) (HY(j,l)»Jsl.NOP) CQ # « *.» « • » »
00 100 Jsg.NDP 
100 SUP<J,L>*(HYU»L>-HY<J-1,L>>✓(CXtj.l3-QX<J-1,U> >
SUP(1, L) *SLP(2.L)







REAO(13.550) 2( I ) .PA(I),PV(I),TA(I),CM(I),CMW( I )
WRITE(15.445) lf2(i).PA(I),PV(I).TA<l).0P(I),0MW(I)
Q 9 - 9  9 9 9 m • e ■ 9 m - 9 ■■ m , m m m - m . « < 9 . m ■ 9 - « .* « . at . m j. . m ■ m - • - 9 '
Pin *pa < i > *pv 11 j
120 VA(I)*0.37045D0*TA<l)/PA(I>
00 130 J*1,N8 
NPAGEsNPAGE*!
WRITE(15.400) TJTLE,NPAGE 
WR I TE(15,450) J 
WR I TE(15» 455)
C
RE AO (13,510) JP < J) , JNC J) , IF ANP (J). IEANN<w) .MAM( J) ,Rm ( J)








READ<13,560) MACP4(J.L>.MACN4< J,U ,-KP4< J,L), KN4< J,L) ,RP1< J,U . 
1RP3< J,U,HPP5(J.L> ,FP5<J,U ,r><P§<J,L>,BTGP6( J»L> ,FP6< J>U»z rxp«<j,u
RE AD(13,57?) MAS(J,UJ.QXS<J,I),N(J,L>,TASP6(J-1> t TASN6(J.U ),
1 PVSP6( J,U),PVSN6( J,U)»PASP4l„,|.),PASN6( J,.U ,TRPfi( J.U)«THN6(J»U> 
READ(13,530) BTUN6<J,L),FN6(J,L,),FXN6(J,I),HPNS(J,L),





1 RP3(J,U) ,HPP5(J,L),FP5! J,L),PXP5(vl,U),BTUF6( J, l> ,FP6< J,U ,
2 PXP6(J»U}
WRITE(15,463)
WRITE(15,464)MAS( J,U> ,QXS( J,U) ,N( J,l) ,TASP6( J,L) ,TASN6( J,l*>,
1 PVSP6(J,U>,PVSN6(J,E),PASP6(v ,U>iPASN6(J,U),TRP6(J,L>»THN6<JiU  
WRITE(15,465)
WRITE<15i4 66)BTUN6( J,L> ,FN6f J,L) ,FXN« (J,.L) ,HPN5( J,U>,
1 FN5(J,t>,FXN3(J,L),HN3(J,U),-RM(J,U>



















WR J TE(15,475) NBM. I
C
READ( 1 3 , 5 3 0 )  ( B( J * J E ) , J s l , N g M )
WRITE(15,530) (B(J*JE).Jsl.NBW)






IE(J.GTiNSPB) GO TO 155
PO< J)*P< JN(J) >-P< JP( J) )
PN(J)*P(JN(J> >
PAN(J > s?A(JN(U) >
PVNtJ)*PV(JN(J> )
IP I MAM(J),UEi0) PDIJ) S"PQ(U)
MAP(J)bOA8S<MAM(J>)
MAN(J > ?MAPIJ)





CC ME§H ITERATIONS TO BALANCE NETKCRK 














I P ( K i L T i 3 ) GO TO 170 
SUMlsSUMl*PD(K>
GO TO 180 
.170 Ks-K
SUMIsSUMIbPO(K)
180 SUM2*SUM2*RS(K»L)»DaBS(MAM(K) ) f IVAS <K >«<*2-SL < K) *VAS < K > > 
190 CONTINUE
Ds5,5385O0*SUMl/SUM2
DMDbDABS(D)I P (DMD.GT,DMM) DMMSOMO 
IP(IT.GE•23) GO TO 165 
MMO*100,D0
I F (JT ,GE • 5) MMO = 50.D0 
IPIIT.GE.13) MMOa25,00 I P <IT,GE115) MMD*12,00 
GO TO 167 
165 MMD»1.11O0




JFIDD.GT ,o h > OMaOD
IFtDABS(SUHl).GT.DP) DP=DA8S(SUMl>
IF(DD.LE.EPSM) GO to 220 
DO 218 JsJS.JE 
K*B<J)
IP(K.LT.0) GO TO 200 
MAM(K)*MAM(K > *0 
GO TO 210 
200 K#*K
MAM < K)«MAM < K > «0 
210 lf<K,GT,N$PB) GO TO 213 
MAP(K)s0ABS(MAM(K> )
MAN{K)*MAP(K)
IF< MAM (K),LE.003) PD<K>*-PD(K>
GO TO 218 
215 CALL BRANCH(K )
218 CONTINUE 
220 CONTINUE
tPIOM.LE.EPSM) GO TO 240 
IF(OMM.LE t 2.00) GO TO 240 








DO 245 J s1,NJ
WRITE(15,630)l,P<I),PA(I),PV(I),TA(I),VA(I),OM(I),OMW(I)
245 CONTINUE




625 FORMAT ( 3X, 'JNC' ,6X, 'P' ,12X, 'PA ', 11X, 'PV ', 11X, ’ TA M l X , ' VA' ,HX, 
1 1OM',10X,'OMW',/)
630 F0RMATI2X,!3.7<3X,F10,6),/)






1 PAN!J),PVN<J),TAN(J),VANU),CMN(J >,C M H N <J),QXM(J)
250 CONTINUE
IF(OM,LE.EPSM) GO to 499 
IF(OMM,LE,2,00*3) GO TO 487 
IF(OP.lE.1,50-3) GO TO 483
T1845 75
£ « a e a » « a e o »
480 WRITE(4,462) IT 
WRITE(15,482> IT 
488 FORMAT(IX,//,£X, 'PRESSURE CROP U  ,0015 PSI AT ITs',J3/>
00 TO 499
487 WR I TE!4,489) JT
488 WRITE(15« 4S9 ) IT




401 FORMAT('8•,20X,'FORWARQ FLOW' ,//> .
402 FORMAT('0i,20X,'REVERSE FLOW',//)
405 FORMAT(5X,'M3',SX,'Nj',6X,'NF.AN',6X,'NSPJ',6X,'N§PB'»6X,'J TRM1, 
16X,'1TRP',6X,'EPSMl,/>
410 FORMAT(2X,7< J5.5X),F10.2,//>
415 FQRMAT(/'3',4X,'FAN CURVE NO,',13,3X,*(',J3,' POINTS)',3X, 
l'HEAD»OUAN'TJTY CURVE' ,5X,5A8,/)
480 FORMAT(/'0',4X,'FAN CURVE NO, ', 13,3X>M ',J3,' POINTS)',3X, 
I’HORSEPOWER-QUANTJTY CURVE',5X,9A3,/>





445 FORMAT(3X,13. IX. 4 (Fj.0,3,5X) ,'8 CF10,5 ,-5X), /)
450 FORMAT(1H0,10X,'THE INPUT VALUES FCR 8RANCR NUMBER',13,/)
455 FORMAT!'0»,3X,'JP',8X,:JN',4X, ' JFANP',5X,'IFANN',10X,'MAM'.liX,
1 ' RM',/>
460 FORMAT(2X,4(15,5X),F10.1,5X,F10,5,/>
461 FORMAT(4X, ' MACP4' , 6 X , ' MACN4' , 6  X, ' KF4 ' , 6 X . » KN4' , 8 X , ' R P l ’ ,11X,' RP3' 
1 9X, ' H P P 9 *,13X,' F P 5 « , 5 X , » F X P 5 ' , 5 X , ' B T U P 6 ',5X,' F P 6 ' , 4 X , ' F X P 6 ' , / )
468 FORMAT(.1X,8<3X,F7,0>,2(4X,F5,:8>,8(4X,F10.5),4X,F6.1,6X,2«5X,F4.2) 
1 AX,F7,0,3X,8(4X> F4,2)//)





1 ' FXN5' ,10X, *RN3' >UX, ' RN1' , / )
466 FORMAT(3X,F7.0,6X,8(3X.F4,8),8X,F6.1,8(0X,F4,2,8X),1X,8(4X,F10,5> 
1 ///>
470 FORMAT(* 0 *,/,10X,'THE',13,8X,'BRANCHES AT „UNCTI ON',I 4»/)
















615 FORMAT ( '0' ,2X. 'BRNCH' ,3X, ' * ? ’ . 3* . ' »'l' . 4X . ' M AP' , 6X, ' MAM' , 6X, ' MAN 1 , 
1 6X, 'PD' #6X, 'PN' ,5X,^PAN' #-5X« 'FVN' # AX# 'TAN' ,3X, ' VAN* #5X,
I  'OMN',3X,»OMWN',5X,'QXM'>












COMMON /BLKA/ MAM( 16 ) i RM < 16 ).TAP6( 16).TAN6( 16),TAN5< 16),
1 TAN( 16),VAN6 f 16 > i VAN( 16),PNt 16),PAN! 16),
2 PVNl 16>,0MN( .16>,OMWN< 16 ),QXM( 16),MAP( 16),
3 MAN! 16),PO < 16),V AS( 16),
A JPI 16),ON( 1«),IFANP( 16),J F ANN( 16>,SL<016>
COMMON /8LKB/ MaCP4( 16,2)>MACN4< 16»2),
• 1 KP4C 16.2),KN4( 16,2),MAS< 16,2),RP1< 16,2),
2 RN1< 16,2),RP3( 16,2),RN31 16,2),HPP5< 16,2),
3 HPN5( 16,2),PPS<-1«,2),FN5< 16»2),FXP5< i6.2),
A FXN5( 16,2)»3TCP6( 16,2),BTUN6( 16,2),FP6< 16,2),
g FN6 ( 16,2),FXP6I .16,2),FXN6C 16, 2 >, N { .16,2),
6 TASP6( 16,2),TASN6 < 16,2),PVSP6( 16,2),
7 PVSN6< 16 > 2),TFF6 < 16,2),TRN 6 t 16,2),PASP6< 16,2).
6 PASN6< 16» 2 >,CXSI 46,2),RS< 16,2)
COMMON /BLKC/ VA< 13) , OM( 13) , 0 M WI 13),P< 13),PA< 13),PVI 13),
1 T A < 13),H( 13)
COMMON /CRV/ QX(16,20>,HYUS,22),SLP<16,23),DHF,NPFc20>
C

































IFtRP31J.U >.CT.0.O0) CALL PROS 1 <RP3(0,L ),MAP(J )>VAZ,QMZ,QMWZ,1 PZ # PVZ»PAZiTAX)
CC PROCESS P-5
IF<HPP5(J,L).CT.0,00) CAUL PRCS5<42 ,44Di5«HPP5(J.L>.FP'5(J * I >#
1 FXP5{J,U»XM,6 m Z,OMWH,PZ,TAZ»PVZ,Pa H,VAZ)CC PROCESS P-6 —  HEATINGJ F < 8 T U P 6 < J , L > . G T . 0 . D 0 )  CALL P R C S 5 <E T L P 6 {J ,L >.F P 6 (J , L ).F X P 6 <J ,L ) 1 X M » O H Z i O M W H i P Z , T A Z » P V Z , P A Z » V A H )cC PROCESS P-6 —  COOLING
IF(BTUP6(J.L).LT.0.03) CALL PRCS6I6TLP6<0»L>,XM , TAZ,TAP6t0 ) t 
i 0MZ.0MW2,PZ.PVH,PAH,VAZ>
Cc PROCESS M -» WJTH CONDENSATION
IF < N (J,L>.LE.0.D0) GO TO 170CALL PRCSMKRM(J),ZD.XM,MAS(J,L>.QXS(J,L).QXH(J),N(J,L).VAZ»1 VAN6<J),TAE,TAN6(0),OPZ»CFWH(P2.PVE,PAZ)
GO TO 180
CC PROCESS M NO CONDENSATION
170 CALL PRCSm 2<RH<J),ZD*XM.MAS<J,L).TASP6(J.L)»TASN6<J,L).
1 PVSP6(J,L>,P V S N 6(J,L).TRP6<0iL>.TRN6U»L>,PASP6<J,l>.2 PASN6(J,L).VAZ,VAN6<J),TAH,CH2,PZ,PAZ,PVZ)
CC PROCESS N-6 —  HEATING
180 JF(STUN6tJ*L>>GT.0iD0> CALL PRCS5I6T0N6(0,L>#FN6<J ,L >*PXN6<J .1> 1 XM,0MZ,0MWZ.PZ,TAZ,PVZ,PAH,VA2)
CC PROCESS N-6 -- COOLING
IF(BTUN6(J,L).LT.0.O0) CALL PRCS65BTUN6(0»L>.Xh .TAZ,TAN5«J)»1 OMH,OHWZ.PZ.PVH>PAH,VA|)
CC PROCESS N-3
IF<HPN5tJ,L).GT.0.D0) CALL PRCS3<42,44O0*HPN5(J,(,).FN5(J>L )»1 FXN5IJ.L)(XM,OMZ,0HWZ»PZ,TAZiFVZ,PAZ#VAZ)
CC PROCESS N-3IF<RN3(J*L>.GT,0.D0> CALL PRCSi(RN3<V ,1),MAN<J),YAZ,OMZ,OMWZ,
1 PZ,PVZ»PAZiTAZ)
cc PROCESS N-2






















200 WR JTE(151330) J









COMMON /BUKA/ MaM( 16),RM( 16),TAP6( 16}»TAN6 C 16),TANS! 16),
1 TANt 16>,VAN6< 16)»VAM 16),PN< 16>,PAN< 16),
2 PVNt 16>,0MN< .16 >, OM WN t 3,6 ), QXM ( 16),MAP< 16),
3 MAN! 16) ,P0( 16),V A S( 16).
A JPt 16) iJNt 16),IFANP< 16),IFANN( 16)
COMMON /8UKB/ MaCP4< 16,2),M A C M < 16,2),
1 KP4( 16 > 2), K N 4 { 16,2), H A 3 ( 16,2)» RP1< 16,2).
2 RNi< 16.2),RP3< 16,2),RN3< 16,2),HPP5t 16>2>»
3 HPN5< 16,2),PP5( 16,2),FN5< 16.2>,FXP5< 16,2),
4 FXN5< 16,2),BTUP61 16»2),BTUN6< 16,2),FP6t 16,2),
5 FN61 16.2),FXPS < 16,2),FXN6( 16,2),N( 16,2),
6 TASP61 16,2),TASN6 t 16,2 ),PVSP6( 16, 2>.
7 PVSN6t 16,2),TRP6! 16,2),TRN6( 16,2),PASP6( 16»2>
8 PASN61 16,2)iGXS( 16,2).RS( 16,2)
COMMON /9LXC/ VAt 13>,0M( 13) , C “• V, t 13), P< 13) , PA ( 13>,PV< 13).
1 T A < 13),Z< 13)
COMMON /SLKO/ OMJ,EPSM,A( 33),LAt13),ITRM,NJ,NSPJ










J3 ® JE *1 
JEsUA(I)
00 150 J5JS.JE 
K8A(J)
IF(K.UT.0> GO to 120 
JFCMAM(K).UT.0.D0) GO TO 130 
110 5M0sSM0*MAP(K)
GO TO 150 
120 K*«K
IF(MAM{K).UT.0.D0) GO TO 110 
130 SMI«SHI*MaN(K>
JFtMANtK) .UE.MAX) GO TO 140 
MAXsMAN(K)
KKbK






IF{SMI.tE,0,D0.OR.SHO,UE,3.O0> 00 TO 260
XaSMl-SHO
XXsOASS(X)
IF(XX.GT, OMJ) DMJsXX 
IF(XX.UE.EPSH) GO TO 210 
XsX/SMO
00 190 JsjS.JE 
KSA<J)
IF<K,1»T,0) go TO 170 
IF(MAMCK),UT,0.D0) GO TO 190 
L*1
GO TO 180 
170 K*-K

















IF(KEP.NE,0) GO TO 250 
PV<l>sU<2)»P(I)/<0.622D0*U(2> >




!F<KER.NE,0> CO TO 250 
PV(I)sU(4 >
0M(J)sU<5)














260 WRITE(15.310) I 
STOP
300 F O R M A T ! S O U U T J O N  NOT FOUND SUBROUTINE JUNO')
310 FORMAT{10»»** ZERO'SMI OR 5*0 •-« JUNCTION',14>
END












SUBROUT INC PRCS2(KF,MAP,L»CM#CHW,P,PV,PA#TA,VA,SUO>£ « C * # « # ft O 0 « « » 6 « fl « # « # « # I O « * * # * * * *
c I IMPLICIT R E A L * 8 ( A - H , M | 0 - Z ) 1 C O M M O N  /CRV/ Q X ( 1 6 i 2 0 ) i H Y < 1 6 » 2 Z > » 5 L P ( 1 6 i 2 0 > i O H R ( N P r ( 2 0 >  
G« M A P » V A  
I F C L . E 0 . 2 J  Qb-Q H ? C U R VE ( KP , Q )  
ir(L.EQ,2> Hs-H PXePP b P X * 0 . 0 3 6 1 D 0 » H # U , O 0 » O M * O M W  >7 (0.07 48800* VA>






















































100 WR-I TE (15* 200)
200 FORMAT!»0#**ft SOLUTJQN NOT FOUND «* SUBROUTINE PRC56f/> 
STOP 
END
PROCESS M •«, WITH CONDENSATION
























IP{KER,NE, 0) GO TO l'/0 
U(12)sTAN
IF(0A8S(FUNC(3,VAN>>.LE.EW) GC TO 162 
CALL APRX<3,VAN,DV,EW,KER>
IP(KER.NE,0) GO TO 170 
U(9)*VAN












200 FORMAT(10a»«» SOLUTION NOT POLNO *» SUBROUTINE PRCSMl'/)
STOP 
END
PROCESS M —  NO CONDENSATION
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SUBROUTINE PRCSM2(R,2Q- HA,MAS,TASP,TASN,PVSP,PVSN,TRP,TRN,
1 PASP,PASN.VAiVAN,TA»OMi'P,PA,PV) c • « • • • » « « » • • « » • « • • ■ * • « « • • • • • • • « « •

















1 (PV-XTA-TABLEIIUU) ) ))/<PVSCP+PVSP-XTASN-XTASP)
XB(PVSN-PVSCP)/(XTASN-PVSN) c * * *
IP(X•UT«0, D0 > X = 01 00 
IP(XiCT,1,00> Xsl,O0 





















103 WR I TE(15 > 203)



















DO 140 1*1,30 
X2*X2*0X 
C • * *
IF<X2,L£.0.D0) GO 10 145 C e * #
Y2*FUNC(K,X2)
IF(Y1.1T.0.D0) GO to 110 
IF(Y2.LT,0,00) GO TO 150 
IF(Y2,LE.Y1> GO TO't30 
GO TO 120 
110 IF(Y?,GT,0,00) GO TO 150 
IF(Y2.G£ > Yi) GO TO 130 
120 0X=-0X 
X2*X1 







150 00 170 1*1,30
XS(X2*Y1-X1«Y2)/(YI-Yg)
Y*FUNC < K» X)
IF(DABS(Y),LE . E ) RETURN
IF<Y.LT,0,00.AND,Yi.LT.0,00) GC TO 160
I*<Y,GT.0,00,AND.Yl.GT.0,00) GC TO 160
X2*X
Y2*Y


























IF(U<12)iLE.U(4)) 00 TO 210 




























X •  TEMPERATURE, DEG R ( 4 1 9 , 6 9  TC 6 3 9 , 6 9  OEG R)










IF(X.LT.419.6900) CO TO 10 
IFIX.GT,579,6900) §0 TO 20 
T sX-419,6900 U'T














F U N C T I O N  T A B L E2(X )
•  •  « •  « » » » •  *  •  *  * • ■ « * - • . «  • •  » •  •  » •  •  *  ■* •  •  •  •  »
X * TEMPERATURE. DEG R (419,69 TC 1099,69 OEG R)T A8E E2 s S P E C I F I C  ENTHALPY AT T E M P E R A T U R E  X, E T U / L8
I M P L I C I T  R E A L *8< A - H ,0=2>C O M M O N  / T S L2/ B Y (48>




10 T A B L E2* B Y (1>
RETURNc 20 IF(T,GT,1059.6900) GO TO 30 T M X * 609,49O0> *2. O-2 
L*T
T A B L E2« B Y < L *39) * ( B Y ( L * «0> - B Y ( L *39) ) * ( T - L )
RETURN
C























« « e # « «  e « e « « « # • # « * •  »
BLOCK DATA« * »  # < » « » < > * « «  * # # • » #  # fl « * * * * # • ■ • • • *  #
IMPLICIT REAL*8<A«’H,Q„i‘)
DIMENSION YY(64)
COMMON /TBU/ AY (100 >
COMMON /T8L2/ BY<48>




































0 . 0 0 8 0 0 0  
0 , 0 1 06 00  
0 . 0 1 4 20 0  
0 ,016800 
0 , 0 2 4 80 0  
0 ,032000  
0 . 0 4 2 0 0 0  
0 . 0 5 4 3 0 0  
0 , 0 6 9 8 0 0  
0 . 0 8 9 2 0 0  
0 , 1 1 3 5 0 0  
0 ,143700 
0 , 1 8 1 2 0 0  
0,221200 
0 . 2 6 8 8 0 0  
0 , 3 2 5 3 0 0  
0 , 3 9 2 0 0 0  
, 4705C0» 
5 6 2 4 0 0 , 0  





5 2 0 9 D 0 
77 4200 
2 . 0 6 3 2 0 0  
2 . 3 9 2 1 0 0  
2 . 7 6 3 3 0 8  




































































































» • • • • a • • • * « • a « e „ * •« <, «« « « • • « » • • • «
FUNCTION c u r v e u .q ?• * • • * • • • • * * • « « « « « «  ,« -0 ,«




JFO.UT.QXtJ.I)) GO To 160
CONTINUE
J*K












9000. 9600, 40200. 10700, 11300, 13200, 15300,
3,5 3,4 3,1 2.6 2,1 1.6 4.3
8
9000. 9600, 10200, 10700, 11300, 13200. 15300.
8,2 8,0 7,7 7.3 6.8 6,1 5,6
0. 14,7 0, 519,69 0. 0.
10445, 10.075 0.015 515,69 0,00093 0.00000
10325, 10.122 0.015 479,69 0,00093 0.00000
8089. 10.884 0.098 507,89 0,00560 0.00000
7500.0 11.068 0.151 512,89 0 ,00846 0.00000
7503.0 10.734 0,473 540,69 0,02739 0.00000
8070,0 10,442 0,483 542.59 0,02879 0,08800
8099.0 10,640 0.129 513,69 0,00754 0.00000
8031*0 10.422 0.330 531,49 0,01971 0,00000
8O27.0 10,444 0.297 532,22 0.01766 0,00000
8024.0 10,509 0,417 540,69 0,82467 0,00000
1 2 21830, 0,8


























2 4 21630, 0.039ie



















507.89512.29 .096 .14810,88411.072506. 520.
6 9217. 0.13890
200.0 92500, .26,74





505,89516.69 ,110 .16110,74810,783532. 532.
11 9299, 0,16357
542.59542.79 .483 .48910.44210,440532. 532,
0.1265
8 12231, 0.25571
507,89512,49 .132 .14510.71710,667532. 532.
9 10113, 0.08508
200,0
512.79531.49 ,147 .32910.58910,424532. 532,
9 10 10279. 0,12994
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15150. .27 .73 
523,19526.99 ,g3i .270ie.53810,521532, 532-
9.56
10 11 1 12062. 0,0039
11957, .001 2,
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